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Abstract: Big Data is a large data index that increases in volume or size with very high velocity and whose variability or
complexness is multidimensional. Capturing, managing, and processing or analyzing big data is really a complicated job. At
present, big data analysis has reached a new stage. This new stage is known as rapid data where an enormous volume of data in
gigabytes congregates with a targeted big data structure efficiently. The present structures of big data accumulate
characteristically complex streams of data with respect to the big data offering to 6Vs such as velocity, variability, volume,
veracity, value, and variety. After big data processing, a resultant database to be more helpful as compared to noisy, redundant,
incompatible, and raw data. Another logical aspect of reducing big data is that it normally contains a large number of variables
that makes it tough to discover various patterns as per the requirements. This research paper represents a comprehensive review
of diverse methods that are applied for the process of big data reduction and conjointly presents a comprehensive discussion on
big data dimension reduction processes, redundancy elimination, automatic learning process, data extraction, size or volume
reduction, and big data compression.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The term “big data” connotes a resourceful technique that provides inventive processes for the collection, management, and analysis
of amazingly bigger volumes of multidimensional data sets with unmatched speed and accurateness. System developed big data may
be structured, semi-structured, or completely unstructured. So, data resultant comes as an authentic way of data management. Big
data sets are developed from diverse sources and these data sets can enter into the main system at an applicable range. In simple
term, big data is a data set whose volume or size, variability or complexity, and growth or velocity is so high that managing,
processing, and analyzing become a tough matter for which specialized software systems like relational database management
systems and statistical analysis or visualization software are required. Big data is the grouping of the large scale of data sets that
have multi-level variables and that grow really fast. Volume is the most important aspect of big data apart from storage spaces and
storage area networks. Extremely big size of data in big data forms multidimensional datasets. Hence, a suitable environment is
necessary to segregate this large volume of data in smaller parts for perfect processing and analysis. Moreover, big data stream
needs to be prepared online to get an excuse from subsidiary asset utilization for handling the capacity. Another vital aspect of big
data is velocity. Velocity in this context depicts the frequency of data streams. Data streaming needs to be reduced for managing big
data efficiently. For instance, the space observatories generate terabytes of data each day; it becomes a complex and timeconsuming job to manage such huge quantities of data with multidimensional variables, so data reductions are important. At the
same time, as stated before, big data comes with several dimensions with respect to features, attributes, and variables. It is,
therefore, necessary to reduce its volume and velocity to understand the patterns. For example, individual genomic data throughput
sequencing not just makes the data volume enormous, it adds to data dimension as well. In that condition data analysis becomes a
tough job. Thus, data reduction becomes necessary to lessen the high measurements while holding highly essential information.
This research paper presents an in-depth study of various techniques for big data reduction. A few other compatible research works
accomplished in this field are also considered. These accomplished research works either show a non-specific process of big data
reduction processes or specific strategies for the reduction of structures. Moreover, a number of open research issues are introduced
simultaneously to show some ways of more research in the future.
The primary objectives of this research paper are as follows:
1) A comprehensive literature review and classification of various big data reduction techniques.
2) Analysis of currently available big data reduction techniques.
3) Finding the gap between what the techniques are actually offering and what actually needed.
4) Finding the major challenges before the future researchers in these types of research works.
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The research paper is organized in a number of sections for easing the research methods. In the second section, we discuss why big
data reduction is necessary and what are the basic complexities in this context. The third section presents various processes of big
data reduction. The fourth section presents the basic issues and challenges to the future researchers in this realm. The fifth or last
part concludes the paper.
In big data, thousands of dimensions make a problem in data analysis. So, as a part of data pre-processing, data reduction is
extremely important in many real-world projects. Multi-dimensionality of big data that may even run in millions in many projects
need perfect reduction. This helps in removing unnecessary duplicities, thus, increases accuracy and improves decision-making
processes. Most of the algorithms used in different environments today are not efficient enough to deal with high-dimensional data.
Hence, big data may become tough to apply. One way to manage big data is to reduce high-dimensionality. High-dimensionality
reduction process helps in defining the relationships between the variables more clearly. It also helps to spot the redundant data sets
and maintain the integrity of actual information. For all these issues, the primary objective of this research paper is to propose a new
process for a high-dimensionality reduction based on sampling methods keeping in focus all the key challenges to big data analysis
as discussed before. The researcher uses both classification and statistical methods to improve the competence of the projected
method. In the statistical method part, a standard deviation (SD) of the high-dimensionality reduction outcomes will be calculated
for all sorts of databases comparing them with the high-dimensionality reduction methods existing now such as PCA, SPCA, SVD,
and also with the approach developed in this research paper. The research paper tries to improve the efficacy of the classification
methods applied in the dimensionality reduction with the help of full dimension sets from one side and dimensionality reduction
processes for three classifiers, viz. Artificial Neural Network (ANN), na•ve Bayesian, and K-Nearest Neighbors.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Data mining process consists of three steps: (1) Data Pre-processing (2) Data Analysis, and (3) Data Analysis. The last step includes
various models depending on various other variable factors. In this research paper, the research keeps focus on the second step, i.e.
Data Pre-processing.
Data Pre-processing is an essential part of data mining. However, this essential part that is accounted for more than 60% of the
whole data mining process is often neglected or given less attention. As a result, data comes for analysis is often found to be
redundant, noisy, and undervalued. Data analysis with data sets that are not neatly pre-processed gives erroneous data [1]. It is often
said, “No quality data, no quality results”. So, un-processed data often fetches erroneous and misleading outcomes. Data should be
pre-processed according to the pre-determined ways or formats that could be comfortably acceptable for the news phase users (data
analysts). The key tasks in data pre-processing phase are data cleaning, data integration, data transformation, and data reduction. In
the data cleaning, all inconsistencies, noises, missing values, and outliers are cleared [2]. In the data integration process, data sets
from different sources are merged to create a data warehouse. In the data transformation stage, algorithms are applied to give the
same data a different look. In the data reduction stage, the huge volume of data is reduced to a smaller one without changing its
basic characteristics [3]. In this research paper, our focus is on the high-dimensionality data reduction. Here, the most common
techniques are mentioned in details and then the discussion is made on sampling as the best process for high-dimensionality data
reduction keeping the basic characteristics intact.
A. Linear Dimensionality Reduction
Linear dimensionality reduction methods have been developed throughout statistics, ma-chine learning, and applied fields for over a
century, and these methods have become in-dispensable tools for analyzing high dimensional, noisy data. These methods produce a
low-dimensional linear mapping of the original high-dimensional data that preserves some feature of interest in the data.
Accordingly, linear dimensionality reduction can be used for visualizing or exploring structure in data, denoising or compressing
data, extracting meaningful feature spaces, and more. This abundance of methods, across a variety of data types and fields, suggests
a great complexity to the space of linear dimensionality reduction techniques. As such, there has been little effort to consolidate our
understanding.
Natural problem-specific objective occurs when the data X has associated class labels, of which Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis
[4] is perhaps the most prominent example. The purpose of LDA is to project the data in such a way that separation between classes
is maximized.
Principal Component analysis or PCA is a well-known process of high-dimensionality data reduction. It obtains several new
variables in the decreasing order of their importance that is associated with the original variables as per their linear combinations.
Moreover, these variables are not related to one another. Several techniques and models for PCA for data reduction have been
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proposed [5]. Maximum likelihood approach is proposed by Zhai et al (2014) [8]. Then, there is a co-variance-based approach that
is extended to estimate the possibility of errors in the resultant PCA decomposition. In this process, a direct estimation is made on
the basis of the co-variance matrix extracted multi-sized data set with the help of non-linear optimization. Kerdprasop et al (2014)
researched on the accuracy in recognition and times of executions of two distinct types of multi-dimensionality reduction
techniques, viz. LDA (Linear Discriminate Analysis) and PCA (Principle Control Analysis) [9]. They applied these two techniques
to biometric image data. There are some algorithms that are trained to recognize images. These algorithms are support vectors with
both linear and polynomial Kernel functions. The key drawback in this system (with PCA) is that it can be used just for variables
that are homogenous and correlated and in the condition when the datasets are normally distributed. PCA does not work if the actual
variables are not assigned a normal condition. The Sparse Principle Component Analysis or SPCA proposed by Zou et al (2006) is
an improved PCA classical technique [10]. Its aim is to overcome the issues of correlated methods of PCA with the help of LASSO
technique. Lasso is a popular variable selection process often used to produce perfect sparse models. SPCA is founded on the
assumption that PCA can be expressed as a problem of regression where the linear combination of the predictors can be used for
predicting the response. So, several principal components coefficients become zero developing modified PCA that contains sparse
loading. Shen and Huamg (2008) proposed an iterative algorithm generating SPCA through regularized SVD (Singular Value
Decomposition) or RSVD that use a close connection between SVD and PCA of the used data matrix. It helps to extract the PCs
with the help of low-rank matrix estimation problem [11]. Another effective method proposed by Bai et al (2015) that use SPCA for
developing an efficient sparse feature PC for numerous physical symbols [12]. This process identifies an efficient set of index
related to non-zero PC entries and follows the power iteration process in the best possible track. SVD is recognized as the most
powerful technique for high-dimensionality reduction. It is closely related to PCA since it applies a matrix factorization approach.
The major issue of SVD decomposition approach is to detect a low dimensional feature space using matrix products U, S, and V.
here, U and V are two prime orthogonal matrices whereas S possesses diagonal features. SVD keeps just r and n positive results
with singular value each with low effect to reduce the volume of data. Hence, S becomes a diagonal matrix with just r non-zero
positive entries that lowers the dimensions of these three matrices, i.e. U, S, and V to m and r, r and r, and r and n respectively.
Several studies on data reduction have used SVD. The studies of Watcharapinchai et al (2009) are based on SVD technique while
the work of Lin et al (2014) is based on Sparse SVD (SSVD) [13][14]. The last one, i.e. SSVD can be applied to detect and
eliminate unimportant features to ease the selection phase, analyze the limitations of applications, and complexities in basic
computations. However, when applied on large datasets, SSVD showed accuracy loss and difficulty in value decomposition of AT
A matrix product where A denotes the matrix of the source data.
B. Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction (NLDR) methods attempt to describe a given high-dimensional set of points as a low
dimensional manifold by means of a nonlinear map preserving certain properties of the data. This kind of analysis has applications
in numerous fields, such as color perception, pathology tissue analysis, enhancement of MRI images, shape recognition, face
recognition, motion understanding, and biochemistry, to mention a few.
Many NLDR techniques attempt to find an m-dimensional representation for the data, while pre-serving local properties. For
example, the locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm tries to preserve the representation of each data point as a linear
combination of its neighbors. The literature on nonlinear methods is quite vast. Most works propose a solution to the problem of
high-dimensionality data reduction. Some effective inventions are Isometric Mapping, Kernel PCA (KPCA), and Local Linear
Embedding (LLE). Review of these methods and their applicability are summarized in the works of Gisbrecht and Hammer (2015)
[15]. In KPCA, Kernel functions are used for a nonlinear overview of PCA is a Kernel space with high-dimension. KPCA calculated
the key eigenvectors with the help of Kernel matrix and comparing the outcomes with PCA. A Kernel matrix is obtained by
calculating the internal data point outcomes. LLE was originally proposed by Hettiarachchi and Peters (2015) [16]. It is another nonlinear high-dimensionality reduction process founded on general geometric methods. This approach calculates the incidents of the
low-dimensional neighborhood without disturbing any embedding’s. Isometric Mapping or Isomap was proposed by Zhang et al
(2016) [17]. It examines the multidimensional structures of a dataset with respect to geodesic manifold distances considering every
pair of data points. A geodesic distance is defined as the length of the shortest-possible path along the surface between any two
consecutive data points. Isomap creates a graph in the given space by depicting the connections among the data points clearly. After
developing the connections, it estimates the geodesic distances for all pairs of points for all the neighbors in the input space. At last,
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is applied to develop geodesic matrix (distance matrix) and for setting that closely match with
those distances.
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C. Sampling Dimensionality Reduction
In sampling dimensionality reduction massive datasets are sampled and the analysis algorithms are applied only on the sampled
data. However, in order for smart sampling to be effective need to be able to extract conclusions from small parts of the dataset as if
were working on the entire dataset.
In an attempt to make these data more tractable we perform smart sampling by considerably reducing their dimensionality, while
retaining the most important information by exploiting the theoretical ﬁndings of the CS framework. However, in order to guarantee
the correct functionality of CS, we need to know the optimal number of reduced dimensions. It has been theoretically proven that
this number is strongly associated with the data sparsity/compressibility.
Other frequently used methods are mostly based on the sampling technique. These methods are applied for getting a representative
subset of important and applicable data out of the voluminous dataset. In several occasions, it is found that sampling helps to reduce
the cost drastically. However, the most obvious issue in this context is the selection of the correct dataset as a sample that can
represent the whole domain. Literature available in this realm discusses different deterministic, random, density-dependent
sampling. At the same time, pseudo-random number generator and non-uniform distribution strategies are also applied to bring
accuracy in sampling [18]. However, not many works have been done on these two aspects, especially in the multi-dimensional
environment of varied datasets. Nave sampling techniques are unsuitable if data is too noisy as the performance of algorithms go on
changing without any prior notice and sometimes, such changes are highly significant. In the random sampling, all the information
present in the samples that are not the parts of the reduced subsets is ignored at the very first instances [19]. At the same time, it is
necessary to create an algorithm with all advanced data reduction features when the environment is multi-dimensional and realworld. In this situation, all heterogeneous aspects of data should be taken into consideration. The existing process of solving
POMPD or Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes is proposed by Fakoor and Huber (2012) [20].
This current research study shows that the complicacy of POMPD can be reduced to a great extent by lowering the number of state
variables depending on the state variable factors by drawing these sample distributions with the help of conditional distributions and
Monte Carlo approach. Coelho et al (2010) applied high-dimensionality reduction techniques in Probabilistic Movement Primitives
(ProMP) that are used in robotics [21]. The authors focused on the issue of setting a probabilistic version in the low-dimensional
environment. The researchers traced the course of distributions and predicted the basic parameters with the help of model-related
stochastic that is again dependent on the maximum likelihood method. According to this method, data uses a multivariate normal
distribution that differs from the usual postulations regarding the relationship in the experiential data. It is possible to investigate the
sensitivity levels of the results related to these different data distributions assumptions. That will help to understand the most
advantageous space dimension of the data.
D. Similarity Measure Dimensionality Reduction
A common data mining task is the estimation of similarity among objects. A similarity measure is a relation between a pair of
objects and a scalar number. Common intervals used to mapping the similarity are [-1, 1] or [0, 1], where 1 indicates the maximum
of similarity.
Considering the similarity between two numbers x and y as:

Let two time series X = x1… xn, Y = y1… yn, some similarity measures are:
- Mean similarity defined as:

- Root mean square similarity:

-And peak similarity (Fink, 2004):
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There are other widely used methods for data reduction based on similarity measures as per Dash et al (2015), when there are noisy
or redundant features present, it deteriorates the performance of classification, needs huge loss of memory and also consumes huge
time in computation has proposes a reduction technique of three-stage dimensionality for classification of microarray data involving
a study of comparison between the four types of classifiers, artificial neural network (ANN), multiple linear regression (MLR),
naive Bayesian classifier, and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), for observing the performance improvement [22]. As evident in the
experiment, authors try to decrease the dimension but not at the cost of model performance. Deegalla et al (2012) further put
forward a method for reducing dimensionality which undertakes different approaches for classification that is, reliant on the rule of
k-nearest neighbor [23]. The reduced set effectiveness can be measured with respect to the classification accuracy. The above
method makes an attempt to deduce the consistent minimum set that is one set that can effectively classify the original samples. A
discussion by Venugopalan et al (2014) on the ongoing work with respect to the pattern analysis eld for the signals of bio-medics
employing a device of Radio Frequency Impedance Interrogation (RFII) to identify user [24]. Furthee a discussion is done on the
dimension reduction feasibility of the above signals through the protection of several sub spaces at the time of preservation of the
information discrimination and at the same time comparing the performance classification incorporating the reduction methods of
traditional dimensionality like ICA, PCA, k-SVD and random projections. For most of the cases, authors seek the space attained on
the basis of classification would have merit due to the multiple advantage of high classification and decreased dimension.
Development of methods of effective clustering for datasets of high-dimension is a crucial event. Further, Boutsidis et al (2015) did
a study on the concept of the reduction of dimensionality for the clustering of k-means which then encompasses multiple approaches
union: 1) an algorithm featured based on selection and chooses minimap set of the features of input there by applying the k-means
on features selected. 2) An algorithm feature based on extraction draws a minimal set having artificial features and further applying
the constricted features k means [25]. The method of rest feature extraction relies on the random projections where the second relies
on SVD factorization based features. Sun et al (2014) has developed a factorization tensor that is dependent on the k mean
clustering algorithm as referred to Dimensionality Reduction Assisted Tensor Clustering [26]. Here, the decomposition of tensor can
be used for learning difficulties low-dimensional viewing of the tensors given and, at the same time conducting clustering through
approximation coupling and learning constraints, that causes PCA Tensor Clustering or the models of Non-negative Tensor
Clustering.
Here, we have developed a reduction technique that is based on sampling di-mensionality and can cope with dataset that are highdimensional. The given approach considers the data's heterogeneous aspects and further models variant multivariate distribution of
data incorporating the Copulas theory. It maintains the original information integrity thereby effectively reducing the dataset
original high-dimension.
III. COMPLEXITY OF BIG DATA AND WHY WE NEED FOR DATA REDUCTION
Collection of big data has various arrangements of the networking information online, modern system of sensor, logical framework
of trial, associated welling, and some other regions. The large scale data gathered nearby along with the remote gadgets for detection
and systems, information system that are empowered through internet as the framework, gadgets, systems logs ,all reveal multi
source, heterogeneous, collected, multi-organize, and persistent streams of big data. Effectively taking care of the stream of big data
for storing, filing, and questioning the hotspot of the information for handling sidelong information are the major issues that force to
the analyst. To be the way it is, several researchers of data are seen to confront the issue of information storm while revealing the
learning design of the level of fine grained for the efficient and the big data customization. It is seen that data storm is due to the big
data 6Vs properties, mainly the variety, volume, velocity, value, variability and veracity. Then authors Gani et al (2016) hold a
discussion on the 6Vs [27].
A. Volume
The data characteristics size appears as big data volume. Being the way it is, huge big data supply suggests that the data amount
could be thought of as something big that maps the end goal required as, big data meaning. But, either of size of big data is
attributed to the volume that cannot be handled as capable by the computer basic systems.
B. Velocity
Speed of big data has been controlled through the information streams recurrences that have been becoming the part of system of
big data. Framework of big data takes care of the velocity in multiple ways. The first being, streams of entire data has been gathered
in the system concentrated, and also later, which encourages the processing of data.
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C. Variety
System of big data catches data stream from several sources of data that forms multiple format data streams. In this way, system of
big data should own the capacity for processing different data stream types to uncover the pattern of hidden knowledge.
D. Veracity
The system of big data value increments at the time of gathering of the data streams from different solid sources. Stream of data
gathering can be done and it does not compromise on the data stream quality.
E. Variability
as all sources of data in the framework of big data fails creating information streams having same quality and speed. In these lines,
property of variability empowers coping with significant issues.
F. Value
The big data esteem property segment the use ease, utility and big data value system. Such aproperty would bend towards the data
analytics results and process of data processing which specifically corresponds to various 5Vs in framework of huge information.
The framework of big data should be efficient enough when managing the prolific 6Vs by driving a harmony amidst the destination
of information preparing and information handling cost in system of big data. Also, the big data, system complexity builds in three
different structures: (1) quality information that is many-sided, (2) nature or computational multi faced, and (3) unpredictability
framework. The complexity quality of data rises due to several arrangements and the information unstructured nature that holds
several issues of measurements and the entomb complex connections that are dimensional or intra-dimensional.
For example, the connection semantic amidst several estimations of same quality, for example, the level of commotion in cities
specific territory would reply in the unpredictability dimension. The most recent properties of Big Data can be formulated as a 6VParadigm (cp. 5V concept of Mehmet Ulima) [1]. The mentioned V-factors are not undependable however are interlocked with each
other (Fig. 2). These V-factors are as follows:

Fig. 1 The 6V’s of Big Data
1) Volume: the amount of generated and stored data is moving from 100PB up to 100EByte nowadays.
2) Velocity: it means the frequency and speed of data acquisition and processing (from slow batch techniques to real time with
strong limitation on reaction time or latencies).
3) Variety: multiple codec types of multimedia data. This helps people who analyze it to effectively use the resulting insight.
4) Veracity: The quality of captured data can vary greatly, affecting accurate analysis.
5) Violation: The discussed data are often scattered, without any clustering or any structuring.
6) Value: Inconsistency of the data sets can negatively affect the processes of data handling and management.
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Fig. 2 Own 6V-Paradigm [31]
Unfortunately the depicted V-factors for Big Data are growing faster than the performance of their analysis (in Mbyte/s or in
GFLOPS) via classical computational techniques.
Big data can also be called as the mining of huge information and is a difficult errand that interfaces endeavour superfluous to
decrease the information to a considerable size revealing designs of extreme learning. To deem it useful for investigation of
information, several methods of pre-handling to outline, draw, peculiar identification, measuring the commotion expulsion,
diminishment, and recognition of exception has been interlinked to refine, lessen, and aid big data cleaning. A US paper, New York
Times, states that the researchers of information invest around 50– 80% of energy to clean enormous data. Such a term has been
used to be the business part for the earlier processing mentioned that are information wrangling, information robbing, or work of
information janitor. A different issue in expansive dimension information of high scale examination is right for model taking which
has been created from bigger characteristics quantities having different cases. Such models of learning fit inside the inform
preparation, but the testing execution is corrupted [28].
Association of data is the most important part when it comes to talking on the issue of lessening of big data. Information that is of
immense importance is the major part that helps secure the information for examination and also representation. Inspite of the
statement that the sources for information security and different data set for enhancing the big data productivity, they building the
preparing and also development of the information at several farm and bunches levels. Hence, the system of ordering as discussed
Gani et al (2016) upgrades the administration of huge information; to be the way it is; several strategies surpass the overhead of
information preparing [28]. Despite the fact that unstructured information transformation to organized or semi-organized
configurations is important for the success of inquiry execution, this change is the period and a moment of devouring. Additionally,
the data is huge in volume and circulated in several storerooms. Similarly, the learning model improvement that reveals worldwide
information as enormously conveyed to the huge information is undertaking repetitively.
Lately, several organizations mainly focus on endeavors to transform themselves to system of big data. The big data stream
accumulation from Web clients' adjacent to stream of home information (click-streams, geo-areas, ambulation exercises, and
wellbeing records) along with the information stream mix that have customized administrations being the key test. The data stream
unessential gathering creates computational weight which has a direct influence on the ventures operational cost. This in a way
states, the fine grained social occasion, pertinent exceptionally, and reduced data spill against the clients is a test which need the
consideration genuine when it plans the system of big data. As of now, the big data client gathered by the outsiders that does not
expresses the data and assent related to the commercialization for raising the issues of protection.
The innovative center help for reduction techniques of big data relies on the design in multilayer. The stockpiling data has been
empowered through farms of substantial scale server and several figuring bunch systems. Foundation of the capacity has been
overseen through the administration of center systems, processing structures that is embarrassingly parallel dispersed, for instance,
map reduce implementation of Hadoop and technology for the large- scale virtualization . Huge data's most reduced layers, design
the lives of the information sources that are multi-organized that incorporate logical data large-scale streams in others. Such a
engineering layered seek processing and the huge level of information that utilize various framework registered at several factors of
shape. Likewise, broad model use scopes have been laid up and additional system build for handling of big data.
IV. REDUCTION METHODS OF BIG DATA
Here, we draft the strategies for data reduction that has been connected in system of big data. Using the big data reduces the
techniques for data capacity improvement or data redundancy reduction or duplication. Few part of the strategies decrease the
volume through first data compaction and another for lessening techniques to decrease the information system speed to be the most
punctual prior to reaching the stockpiling framework of huge information. On contrary, part of extrication strategies on the structure
of topology of the information unstructured and reducing the information system uses the approach of hypothesis has been discussed
[10].
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V. FEATURE SELECTION OF BIG DATA
Selection of features highlighted is the system that has been used for locating the significant highlight better nature from the dataset
of the uses measurements of goal. Such days, the selection of Feature turns out to test the issues in the Pattern Recognition field
Machine Learning, Mining of Data and Reasoning Case-Based [29]. Selection Highlight is the process to find the imperfect or the
ideal set of the x highlight from the primer highlight of X. This needs a large extensive space for attaining the sunset of ideal
component. The subset of ideal element has been measured through criteria of assessment. The element choice goal of fundamental
is reducing the highlight quantities and the rendering of the repetitive, superfluous and boisterous data.
VI. FEATURE SELECTION PROCEDURE OF BIG DATA
Procedures of highlighting the big data feature have four fundamental stages; as subset age, stopping criterion, subset assessment,
and validation of result [30].
A. Subset Generation
This is a huge procedure that will produce applicant having the subset using the technique of certain inquiry. There are two issues
fundamental to the procedure. They include inquiry process and seek course. Right at start, they need to choose a beginning stage
that affects the inquiry heading. Categorization of search strategies done in random search, complete search, and sequential search.
B. Subset Evaluation
This is the assessment done to assess subset that is recently created. The standard of assessment has been utilized for integrity
decision of subset. The criteria of assessment are isolated to Independent, Hybrid and Dependent.
C. Stopping Criteria
This has been utilized for stopping the process of element determination. The process choice of component might stop in any of the
given criteria. Several highlight that are predefined is chosen, emphases that are predefined come to, chances on the off,
components expansion for delivering idea subset, superior subset, in term of the received assessment standard.
D. Validation
The procedure of validation has been utilized for measuring the final subset to utilize the prior information related to the
information. For few applications, highlight pertinent get to be popular in advance, doing an examination of the arrangements
known on highlights with the highlight chosen.
VII. FEATURE SELECTION APPROACHES OF BIG DATA
Various approaches for feature selection on data like wrapper approach filter approach, and hybrid approach exists [15][32]. Few of
the statistical measures that have been used to find the selection of feature are Gain Ratio, Information Theory, Information Gain,
Mutual Information, Features Selection based on Correlation Symmetric Uncertainty (SU).
VIII. FEATURE EXTRACTION OF BIG DATA
The extraction system of component has been utilized to attain the crucial data from information first and then speak to the lower
dimension data space. Such process has been used for choosing highlight of another arrangement. The charge of component could
be nonlinear or direct fusion of unique highlights. Such highlights have been utilized extricated of the technique accompanying.
The Analysis of Principal Component (PCA) is the statistical technique classical that has been used for the reduction of the data
dimensionality that has several forms of linked variables. It is seen that PCA would decrease the dimensionality through
transformation of the dataset original to several variables set, known as principal components, in which the presence of largest
variance in dataset original has been taken along with the component maximize for extraction of the important data.
IX. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES OF BIG DATA
Study on the diminishment of big data has been done at several level in between the life cycle of data preparation that has
processing of information, information catching,, ordering and capacity of information, information investigation, as well as
representation. Here, the strategies of pertinent decrease and the frameworks would focus on dealing with the multifaceted nature of
big data at several phases of for handling of big data. A different work for future research need to focus on the big data 6Vs while
figuring frameworks having shape factors from the registering system that are fine-grained to infrastructure for large-scale parallel
computing.
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X. CONCLUSION
Complexity of Big data is a major issue and has to be mitigated. Such methods as said in the paper focus on the issue. All the review
of literature as present suggests that no method exists for big data issue handling solely with the 6v. Further, the study discusses
method for reducing data with respect to the variety and volume. Also, efforts are needed to decrease the stream of big data both as
veracity and velocity. Furthee, several methods need reductions of big data right after the creation of data and the entry to the
framework of big data. Being a rule, information diminishment strategies based on pressure appear to be helpful to decrease volume.
Also, the overhead do decompression has to be considered for enhancement of effectiveness.
Here, a study done to find the issues related to the high dimensionality issue and is achieved by utilizing lessening distinctive
techniques. The given paper made an attempt for giving total information on the choice of highlight of huge information and at the
same time removing the highlighted choice or the techniques of highlight extraction. In the techniques of feature selection, selection
of the most relevant features had done using the statistical measure and explaining few in detail. In the technique of feature
extraction, attainment of the new feature done from original features taking help from several statistical techniques and the common
statistical techniques has been defined. So, the paper would help beginners that are performing research in the domain of reduction
techniques.
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